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Photography and Its Critics: A Cultural History, 1839-1900 (review) Mark B. Pohlad Technology and Culture,
Volume 41, Number 2, April 2000, pp. 382-384 (Review)
Photography and Its Critics: A Cultural History, 1839-1900
ning ani advancel d students of photography use the activities of criticism in order to liciiri ippre latie and
understand photographs. I In book Is Organized according to the major activities of criticism which Morris
V; - Monoskop
Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award for Criticism.One of the most highly regarded books of its
kind, On Photography first appeared in 1977 and is described by its author as a progress of essays about the
meaning and career of photographs It begins with the famous In Plato s Cave essay, then offers five other
prose meditations on ...
On Photography || Ã© PDF Read by Susan Sontag
Photography and Its Critics: A Cultural History, 1839-1900, by Mary Warner Marien. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1998. Pp. xvi+222; illustrations, notes/references, bibliography, index. $59.95. The subtitle
of this book is indicative of its focus. Neither an anthology of critics' writings
Project MUSE - Photography and Its Critics: A Cultural
Photography and Its Critics offers an original overview of nineteenth-century American and European writing
about photography from such disparate fields as art theory, social reform, and physiology The
Cambridge Unive rsit y Pre ss More information
The cultural critics Walter Benjamin and Roland Barthes were both fascinated by photography, not as
photographers or through any technical interest, but because of the potency of the photographic image.
Pictures of the Past: Benjamin and Barthes on photography
Linfield acknowledges these misgivings, but rails passionately against the (mostly American) postmodernist
critics who followed Sontag and Barthes, developing their suspicion about photography ...
Photography so good it hurts | Art and design | The Guardian
Photography and Its Critics offers an original overview of nineteenth-century American and European writing
about photography from such disparate fields as art theory, social reform, and physiology.
Photography and its critics : a cultural history, 1839
The book engages with some of the seminal literature of the Western canon, including the Bible, the poetry of
Ovid, and works by English authors such as William Shakespeare and John Donne, and with criticism that
stretches from the earliest readings of the Song of Songs to contemporary academic literature.
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